
Beautiful Scars 

I can still see the remains of the dried up wound on my wrist. Scars are intriguing. Some 
heal and disappear while others haunt you for a lifetime, bringing back moments of 
introspection. Some scars are superficial and others connect deep down to the core of 
your soul.  

The tale of my two scars started in East Oakland, a city with a strange duality – hope and 
hopelessness, intellectual awakening and physical self-destruction, a thirst for harmony 
amidst unimaginable violence – all of which rolled into a potpourri of sometimes 
intangible and sometimes vivid imagery, reflected through graffiti sprayed and painted in 
every available free space.  

While returning from a US National Gymnastics competition, I was stranded at a bus stop 
waiting for a ride home, contemplating my performance, when a young girl broke into 
my reverie as she executed a flip. "Can you spare a few quarters? I'll show you some 
tricks!"  

Astounded, I checked my pockets, "Sorry, I don't have any money, but why are you 
performing here?"  

"My 15 year old sister is having a baby, my father left to join a gang and I need money to 
eat" she explained.  

By the end of her almost cinematic story, I was inspired to join her. Lorrina and I 
performed together on the warm pavement hoping that someone would put a few coins 
into a Chef Boyardee pasta can. As I finished my last back-handspring, I grazed my wrist 
on the sharp edge of the sidewalk and my skin peeled away, leaving an unforgettable 
vicious mark.  

Lorrina reminded me of myself. She had the same blaze in her dark brown eyes, a skinny 
body with strong arms and an unbeatable spirit. I saw something in her that made me 
want to help her.  

A few days later, training for the World Trials, I could feel the adrenaline pumping as I 
tumbled. My pulse was racing and suddenly, everything went black. A double full twist 
off a trampoline, a beat-them-all attitude, and a concrete wall which I never noticed 
earlier all came together in one crushing blow. All my aspirations came to a halt with one 
word: concussion.  

It was not the dark ugly physical scab on my wrist that would eventually heal, but a new 
scar of self-doubt and uncertainty. Gymnastics was my first love, my identity. It brought 
me medals, friendships and magical experiences, but in one devastating hit, I was thrust 
into depression.  



A few weeks later, I heard from Lorinna. "Do you remember me? Can you help me get 
me into a gymnastics program?" In a cruel twist, I reprimanded her for thinking that she 
had a future in gymnastics. It was a useless sport. All it ever brought was pain.  

But Lorinna continued to call me regularly, regaling me with stories about her 
experiences performing gymnastics. Although I had nothing to offer her, the calls started 
to mean something to me. I was drawn to her innocence and raw passion that I had once 
seen in myself.  

I went through a period of self-reflection, struggling with my demons, eventually my 
fears lessened to a place where I was no longer afraid. Lorrina's indomitable spirit began 
to cheer me on.  

She not only roused me from my self-absorption, she stoked my compassion. Glancing at 
my scar, I am still reminded of the street performer who helped me discover my own 
courage and empathy.  

Lorrina inspired me to set up the "iFly Foundation" to give disadvantaged girls a chance 
at gymnastics training. As I train to represent my country all over the world, many girls 
from my foundation look up to me for inspiration. They sit in a circle on the gym floor 
and listen to me with rapt attention. When I catch Lorrina's eye, she smiles and gives me 
a nod. This is the best award of all, better than a gold medal any day.  

	


